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Abstract 
In this paper we address the problem of encoding of plan-
space planning problems as a CSP. We propose a con-
straint model for expressing plan-space partial plans. As an 
enrichment of the notion of partial plans we propose a 
world state management within the partial plan. We incor-
porate the world state management into our CSP model 
too. Next we propose a specialized algorithm for solving 
the CSP model. The algorithm builds the constraint model 
dynamically as conflicts are resolved in the model. The 
performed preliminary experiments showed the usefulness 
of state management in the constraint model. The usage of 
state management allows the additional search space prun-
ing compared to the model without states. 

Introduction   

Planning is a widely studied topic of artificial intelligence. 
The importance of studying planning arises from needs of 
real-life applications such as industrial automation, trans-
portation, robotics and other braches (Nau, Regli, Gupta, 
1995). The research in planning is also motivated by the 
needs of researches in other areas. The most prominent 
example from the above areas is space exploration where 
autonomous spacecrafts (Bernard et al., 1998) and vehi-
cles (Ai-Chang et al., 2004) are successfully used. But 
autonomous devices can be used in many other situations 
both in science and real-life. The autonomous behavior is 
controlled by planning techniques and algorithms in many 
of these cases. 
 From the traditional view of planning, the planning 
problem is posed as finding of a sequence of actions 
which transform a specified initial state of the planning 
world into a desired goal state of the world (Allen, 1990). 
The limitation is that only actions from a set of allowed 
actions can be used. The action typically makes a small 
local change of the world in which the task takes place. 
 There are several paradigms for solving planning prob-
lems. We deal with so called state-space planning (Fikes, 
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Nilsson, 1971) and plan-space planning (Sacerdoti, 1975) 
in this paper. The state-space planning represents a more 
traditional approach for solving planning problems while 
the plan-space planning is a newer method, which is cur-
rently not so spread. 
 Although the plan-space planning provides a flexible 
and intuitive paradigm for solving planning problems, it is 
less competitive to the recent traditional state-space plan-
ning techniques in situations where heuristics play a role. 
As it is evidenced by the results of the 2004 International 
Planning Competition, several successful heuristic based 
planning algorithms (HSP, TP-4) use state-space approach 
(Haslum, Geffner, 2001; Bonet, Geffner, 2001). The most 
significant drawback of plan-space planning is caused 
mainly by the fact that domain specific heuristics are 
often based on extracting information from the states of 
the planning world (Ghallab, Nau, Traverso, 2004). The 
extraction of information cannot be done in straightfor-
ward way within the plan-space framework. On the other 
hand, another successful planner (CPT) in IPC 2004 uses 
ideas from plan-space approach and from constraint pro-
gramming (Vidal, Geffner, 2004). This fact was one of 
our motivations to deal with plan-space planning ap-
proach. 
 The classical state-space planning is based on the no-
tion of an evolution of states of the planning world by 
planning operators. A given world state is changed by 
planning operators into new ones. A state based solving 
algorithm for planning problems performs this evolution 
in some kind of a controlled way until a required goal 
state of the planning world is reached. The states of the 
planning world are explicitly available along the whole 
resolution process. 
 Algorithms for solving planning problems within the 
plan-space paradigm work in a completely different way. 
They usually refine so called partial plan until a certain 
level of consistency is enforced. The partial plan contains 
a set of planning operators and a set of precedence and 
binding relations over these operators which the final plan 
has to satisfy. When the partial plan becomes consistent it 
is ensured that a valid plan (sequence of fully instantiated 
planning operators, i.e. actions) can be extracted from it. 
The main difference from state-space planning is the lack 



of explicit planning world states during the resolution 
process. This fact represents the key obstacle in adapta-
tion of domain specific heuristics for plan-space planning 
paradigm. 
 Our work is motivated by a number of successful at-
tempts to use constraint satisfaction techniques in plan-
ning (Nareyek et al., 2005). We want to propose a frame-
work in which the complete planning problems can be 
expressed. The design of the framework should allow the 
use of advanced constraint satisfaction techniques. Our 
goal is also to preserve world states to be directly accessi-
ble along the reasoning process. The explicit presence and 
accessibility of the world states will allow us to reduce 
uncertainty in the framework. Moreover, when we have 
explicit world states, the domain specific heuristics can be 
adapted more easily. 
 Many approaches exploiting constraints in planning are 
based on Graphplan algorithm (Blum, Furst, 1997). 
Graphplan-based algorithms use some kind of compres-
sion of many world states into a single structure. Another 
approach represents CPlan algorithm (Van Beek, Chen, 
1999). The CPlan algorithm uses state-space based encod-
ing of the whole planning problem up to a certain number 
of steps. Compared to Graphplan-based algorithms the 
CPlan algorithm provides an easier access to the states of 
the planning world along the resolution process. It is en-
abled by direct encoding of the world states into the 
model. 
 Our work is primarily inspired by the CPlan algorithm. 
But contrary to CPlan we are trying to use state encoding 
within the plan-space framework. More precisely, we 
address a problem of integration of state management into 
the plan-space framework. We formulate partial plans as a 
dynamic constraint satisfaction problem where states of 
the planning world are also modeled. We propose a spe-
cialized search algorithm for this model. Our search algo-
rithm dynamically changes the constraint model according 
to the applicable refinements until a partially consistent 
(in our case arc-consistent) partial plan is obtained. Then 
the algorithm continues with trying to extract a valid plan 
from the consistent partial plan while it is still applying 
refinements if it is necessary. 
 The state management in the constraint model of the 
partial plan allows the search algorithm to reduce uncer-
tainty in the model and to deduce more information about 
the precedence relations in the partial plan. This leads into 
a stronger search space reductions and the final fully con-
sistent partial plan is found earlier. The presence of ex-
plicit planning world states in the constraint model can be 
utilized for an easier integration of domain specific heu-
ristics into the search algorithm. 
 The paper is organized as follows. State-space and 
plan-space planning paradigms are introduced in the first 
section. Then we describe how the constraints are used in 
plan-space planning and the details of our constraint 
model. Having the constraint model, we design a special-
ized search algorithm for the model subsequently. Finally 
we show some empirical results. 

State-Space and Plan-Space Planning 

The classical formalism for stating planning problems is 
based on a first order language with finitely many predi-
cate and constant symbols, and infinitely many symbols 
for variables. There are no function symbols in the lan-
guage (Ghallab, Nau, Traverso, 2004). 
 The classical statement of a planning problem is a triple 

),,( 0 gsOP = , where 0s  is an initial state of the planning 
world, g  is a goal condition and O  is a finite set of 
planning operators. The initial state 0s  is expressed as a 
finite set of ground atoms. It is interpreted as a set of 
propositions that hold in the planning world at the begin-
ning. The goal condition g  is a finite set of literals. Simi-
larly, it is interpreted as a set of proposition we want to 
make true (compared to initial state we allow negative 
propositions). Finally, O  is a finite set of planning opera-
tors, through which it is possible to locally change the 
world states. The planning operator is a triple 

))(),(),(( oeffectsoprecondonameo = , where )(oname  
denotes the name of the operator, )(oprecond  is an op-
erator precondition and )(oeffects  is an effect of the op-
erator. Precondition is modeled as a finite set of atoms 
which must hold in the world state before the operator can 
be applied. The effect of the operator is modeled as a 
finite set of literals that hold in the state after the operator 
is applied. The task is to find a sequence of ground plan-
ning operators (actions) such that it transforms the given 
initial state into a state satisfying the given goal condition. 
We call this sequence a plan. 
 The required sequence of actions is searched directly 
within the state-space planning. The search process starts 
from the initial or from the goal state and builds the se-
quence of actions by adding a new action at the end of the 
already finished partial sequence of actions. The current 
state of the world corresponding to the application of the 
partial sequence of actions on the initial state or on the 
goal state is maintained along the whole search process. 
 In plan-space planning, we work with so called partial 
plans. A partial plan is a tuple ),,,( LBA ≺=π  (Ghallab, 
Nau, Traverso, 2004), where A  is a finite set of partially 
instantiated planning operators present in the partial plan, 
≺  is a finite set of precedence constraints on the elements 
of A , B  is a set of binding constraints, which bind vari-
ables appearing in the planning operators in A , and L  is 
a set of causal links. A causal link is a relation of the form 

j
p

i aa ⎯→⎯ , where Aaa ji ∈,  and ia  has an effect p , 
which is required as a precondition for ja . 

CSP and Plan-Space Planning 

The structure of the partial plan is very close to the struc-
ture of constraint satisfaction problem. Both structures use 
the notion of a constraint between a set of objects. 
 A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a triple 

),,( CDX  (Dechter, 2003), where X  is a finite set of 
variables, D  is a finite domain of values for the variables 
from X  and C  is a finite set of constraints over the vari-



ables from X . The constraint can be an arbitrary relation 
over the elements of the domains of its variables. Having 
a constraint satisfaction problem the task is to find an 
assignment of values to the variables such that all the 
constraints are satisfied. 
 In our framework for plan-space planning we model 
partial plans as constraint satisfaction problems. Actions 
occurring in the partial plan are modeled as CSP variables 
whose domains are sets of possible moments of execution 
of the corresponding action. In the following sections we 
will denote these variables as time variables. With time 
variables it is easy to translate temporal precedence rela-
tions directly into constraints of the constructed CSP 
model. Since we will be working only with actions 
(ground operators) we do not need to translate binding 
relations into constraints of our CSP model (note that we 
would also need other types of variables if we want to 
model partially instantiated operators). Note that this kind 
of constraint satisfaction problem can be solved in poly-
nomial time (Dechter, Meiri, Pearl, 1991). Such simpli-
fied problem does not exploit the full generality of CSP 
which is NP-hard in general. However, our constraint 
model will be extended with other types of variables and 
constraints in the following sections. 
 Since the standard resolution process over the partial 
plan changes the structure of the plan, we also need to 
reflect this dynamicity in our CSP model. Typically plan-
space algorithms insert new actions and relations into the 
partial plan as the search proceeds. We can model these 
changes as incremental additions of variables and con-
straints into and from our CSP model. 

Partial Plans as an Incremental Dynamic CSP 
A dynamic constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP) 
(Dechter, 1988) is a sequence of constraint satisfaction 
problems …… ,,,,, 210 αPPPP , where each problem is a 
result of a modification of the preceding one. The allowed 
modifications are constraint addition and retraction, and 
variable addition and removal. The evolution of the dy-
namic problem is controlled by outside mechanism, for 
example by the interaction with the user. The controlling 
mechanism is the solving algorithm itself in our case with 
partial plans. All the static problems from the sequence 
must be solved to solve the whole dynamic problem. 
 Since we are doing only incremental changes in our 
model we do not need the general dynamic constraint 
satisfaction problem as given above but only an incre-
mental restriction of DCSP. We also do not follow the 
above concept exactly in the sense of finding a solution. It 
is sufficient to solve only the last constraint satisfaction 
problem from the sequence of the dynamic problem. 

Constraint Model 

Our constraint model is always built for a limited maxi-
mum length of the resulting sequence of actions. Let l  be 
this length. First we will show how actions are stated 

within the model. Let us consider a ground operator 
))(),(),(( aeffectsaprecondanamea = . For the action a  

we introduce a time variable },,2,1{ ltimea …=  into the 
constraint model*. Semantically the value of the time 
variable describes the time of the execution of the corre-
sponding action in the final plan. When we are working 
with non-durative actions only, the value of the corre-
sponding time variable determines the position of the 
action in the resulting plan. By using time variables we 
can cover the presence of actions in the partial plan. We 
define the following bounds for each time variable: 

Earliest execution time of action a : =)(aet minimal 
element in the current domain of atime  

Latest execution time of action a : =)(alt maximal 
element in the current domain of atime  

Incorporation of States into the Model 
For the purposes of more compact representation within 
the constraint satisfaction problem we require that pre-
conditions and effects of the action are expressed func-
tionally using state variables. More specifically instead of 
saying that some proposition about some object is true in 
a given world state, we say that the function describing 
corresponding property of the object takes a certain value 
in the given world state. The situation is explained in the 
following examples. In the example 1 a classical represen-
tation of an action is showed. 

Example 1. Consider an action that moves robot_1 
from location_A to location_B, where robot, loca-
tion_A and location_B are constants with obvious 
meaning. We also use a binary predicate at  saying 
that the first argument is at the place specified by the 
second argument. The classical representation of the 
move action is following: 

;__1_( BlocationAlocationrobotmove −−−   
 )};_,1_({ Alocationrobotatonpreconditi =
 ),_,1_({ Blocationrobotateffects =       
 )})_,1_( Alocationrobotat¬ . 

 
To express the move action functionally we need a func-
tion locationsSrobotslocation ⎯→⎯×: , where robots  
and locations  are sets of constants for which 

robotsrobot ∈1_  and ⊆}_,_{ BlocationAlocation  
locations⊆ , and S  is the set of states. Let us call this 

function a state variable function. The following example 
shows the action represented using state variable function. 

Example 2. Representation of the action moving ro-
bot_1 from location_A to location_B using state vari-
able function. 

;__1_( BlocationAlocationrobotmove −−−   
};_)1_({ Alocationrobotlocationonpreconditi ==

 })_)1_({ Blocationrobotlocationeffects == . 

                                                 
* We allow a certain action to appear multiple times in the partial plan. 



With each action in the partial plan we associate a set of 
precondition variables and a set of effect variables. To-
gether we will call these variables world state variables. 
The set of precondition variables contains one variable for 
each state variable function describing properties of a 
certain object in our planning world. Similarly for the set 
of effect variables, this set also contains one variable for 
each state variable function in the constraint model. The 
domains of precondition and effect variables are the same 
as the ranges of corresponding functions. The situation is 
explained in more details in the following example. 

Example 3. Again consider the action that moves ro-
bot_1 from location_A to location_B. In addition we 
have a new constant robot_2 in this example. There 
is also the state variable function 

Srobotslocation ×: locations⎯→⎯ , where 
robotsrobotrobot ⊆}2_,1_{  and ,_{ Alocation  

⊆}_ Blocation locations . We introduce following 
state variables into the constraint model: 

},_,_{1_
)1_( …BlocationAlocationprecond ABrobotmove

robotlocation =−−

 
},_,_{2_

)2_( …BlocationAlocationprecond ABrobotmove
robotlocation =−−

 
},_,_{1_

)1_( …BlocationAlocationeffect ABrobotmove
robotlocation =−−  

},_,_{2_
)2_( …BlocationAlocationeffect ABrobotmove

robotlocation =−− . 
 
The set of precondition variables describes the world state 
before the corresponding action is applied. Similarly the 
set of effect variables describes the world state after the 
application of the action. The initial state and the goal 
condition are handled as special actions. 

How the Model is Constrained 
The above simple collection of variables is sufficient to 
describe all the objects and possible transitions that can 
appear within the modeled partial plan. But it is useless 
without the appropriate set of constraints that would for-
bid incompatible tuples of values in the domains of vari-
ables. A lot of constraints arise directly from the defini-
tion of partial plans. 

State Transition Constraints. The first type of con-
straints we introduce into our model ensures that state 
transitions are reflected in the world state variables. Con-
sider an action and corresponding world state variables 
that represents the world state before and after the execu-
tion of the action. Suppose that the action requires the 
state variable function f  to take the value x  before the 
action can be executed. Then the state transition constraint 
must ensure that the precondition world state variable 
corresponding to the state variable function f  takes the 
value x . Next, suppose that the action changes the value 
of the state variable function f  to the value y . Then the 
state transition constraint ensures that the effect world 
state variable corresponding to the state variable function 
f  takes the value y . Since these constrains are unary, 

the information contained in them can be directly encoded 
into domains of world state variables. The following ex-

ample shows encoding of state transitions into the variable 
domains. 

Example 4. Let us have the same action and the 
same constants as in the example 3. We can restrict 
the domains the world state variables as follows: 

}_{1_
)1_( Alocationprecond ABrobotmove

robotlocation =−−  

}_{1_
)1_( Blocationeffect ABrobotmove

robotlocation =−− . 
 
The world state variables, whose state variable function 
does not appear in preconditions or in the effects of the 
actions, remain unchanged. 
Frame Axiom Constraints. State variable functions that 
do not occur in the effects of the particular action do not 
change its value after execution of this action. This fact is 
not implied by the state transition constraints and must be 
ensured separately. Generally for this reason so called 
frame axioms are used. In our constraint model we also 
use constraints for encoding frame axioms. The frame 
axiom constraint ensures that a certain precondition world 
state variable and the corresponding effect world state 
variable have the same values. The frame axiom con-
straints are added for all pairs of precondition and effect 
variables whose state variable function is invariant with 
respect to the corresponding action. 

Example 5. Let us have the same action and the 
same constants as in the example 3. The frame axiom 
constraint is the following:  

ABrobotmove
robotlocation

ABrobotmove
robotlocation effectprecond −−−− = 2_

)2_(
2_

)2_( . 
 
Suppose that there is a frame axiom constraint for ac-
tion a  and state variable function f , then the propagator 
for the constraint is: 

a
f

a
f

a
f effectprecondprecond ∩←

 
a
f

a
f

a
f effectprecondeffect ∩← .

  

Unique Action Time Constraints. Each action in the 
partial plan has to be executed at a unique time. Our con-
straint model is designed to produce a plan as a totally 
ordered sequence of actions, so this is a natural require-
ment. Another reason for this requirement is that we want 
to reduce uncertainty in the model as much as possible. It 
is important for the next type of constraints which are 
used to manage evolution of states. The unique action 
time constraint is modeled as ntallDiffere  constraint over 
time variables. Suppose that there are actions kaaa ,,, 21 …  
in the partial plan. Then we introduce a constraint 

),,( 21 akaa timetimetimentallDiffere …  into the constraint 
model. The propagator for the ntallDiffere  constraint is 
described in (Régin, 1994). 

State Sequencing Constraints. As the current domains of 
time variables are narrowed during the search process, 
there arise situations when it is necessarily true that two 
actions must be executed consecutively. More specifi-
cally, an action must be performed right after another 



action if all the other actions are scheduled before or after 
this pair of actions. 
 Consider that there are actions ia  and ja  in the partial 
plan and it is known that these two actions must be exe-
cuted consecutively in the resulting plan. Without loss of 
generality suppose that ja  must be executed right after  

ia . Then it is possible to post a constraint that binds pre-
condition world state variables belonging to the action ja  
to effect world state variables belonging to the action ia . 
This idea can be used conversely too. Consider that it is 
known that effect world state variables of one action can-
not be bind to the precondition world state variables of the 
other action. In such situation we can conclude that these 
two actions cannot be executed consecutively and it is 
possible to post a constraint into the model that ensures 
this fact. 
 Now we can propose a constraint that realizes the 
above statements. We will call it a state sequencing con-
straint. It comprises a condition enforcing the equality of 
effect world state variables and precondition world state 
variables when the corresponding two actions must be 
executed consecutively. And next it comprises a condition 
which does not allow the execution of one action right 
after the other action if its precondition and effect world 
state variables are not compatible. The situation is ex-
plained in the following example.  

Example 6. Let us have an action that moves robot_1 
from location_A to location_B and an action that 
moves robot_1 from location_B to location_C. Then 
the state sequencing constraints look like as follows: 

if 1+= moveABmoveBC timetime  then  
 moveBC

robotlocation
moveAB

robotlocation onpreconditieffect )1_()1_( =  

if 1+= moveBCmoveAB timetime  then  
 moveAB

robotlocation
moveBC

robotlocation onpreconditieffect )1_()1_( = . 

Since the right hand side of the conditional statement 
of the second constraint cannot be satisfied, the ac-
tion moveAB  cannot be executed right after 
moveBC  action. 

 
The propagator for state sequencing constraint is similar 
to that of frame axiom constraint. Suppose that there are 
actions ia  and ja  in the partial plan, and state variable 
function f . Then the propagator is: 

if 1+= aiaj timetime  then 
 ai

f
aj
f

ai
f effectonpreconditieffect ∩←

 ai
f

aj
f

aj
f effectonpreconditionpreconditi ∩←  

if 1+= ajai timetime  then 
 aj

f
ai
f

aj
f effectonpreconditieffect ∩←

 aj
f

ai
f

ai
f effectonpreconditionpreconditi ∩←  

if aj
f

ai
f onpreconditieffect ≠  then 

 propagate 1+≠ aiaj timetime   

if ai
f

aj
f onpreconditieffect ≠  then 

 propagate 1+≠ ajai timetime  . 
 

The reason for having state sequencing constraints is not 
for maintaining world states itself. The whole state man-
agement is intended to work reversely. The state sequenc-
ing constraint can discover that two actions cannot be 
consecutive. If we add the fact that the maximum plan 
length is usually very tight this mechanism allows a sig-
nificant pruning of current domains of time variables. It is 
preferred to post as many as possible state sequencing 
constraints into the model and therefore it is also impor-
tant to have the above unique action time constraints. 

Precedence Constraints. Until now we did not reflect 
causal links in our constraint model. If there is a causal 
link j

p
i aa ⎯→⎯  in the partial plan, it is necessary that the 

action ia  is executed before the action ja . This relation 
is simply expressed through a precedence constraint be-
tween corresponding time variables: 

ajai timetime < . 
 
The propagator for precedence constraint is the following: 

1)()( −← ji altalt   
1)()( +← ij aetaet . 

 
Threat Resolving Constraints. A threat for a causal link 

j
p

i aa ⎯→⎯  is an action in the partial plan that changes 
the value of a state variable function to the value that is 
not compatible with the effect p  of the action ia . To 
resolve the threat it is necessary to ensure that it is exe-
cuted before both ia  and ja  or after both ia  and ja . 
Since the actions ia  and ja  are already ordered by 
precedence constraint is sufficient to ensure the execution 
of threat action before ia  or after ja . Suppose that ka  is 
a threat for causal link j

p
i aa ⎯→⎯ . The corresponding 

threat resolving constraint is: 

)()( akajaiak timetimetimetime <∨< . 
 
A propagator for threat resolving constraint is following: 

if )()( ki aetalt <  then  
 1)()( −← kj altalt , 1)()( +← jk aetaet  

if )()( kj altaet >  then  
 1)()( −← ik altalt , 1)()( +← ki aetaet . 

The Utility of State Management in the Model 
The proposed constraint model is built dynamically as the 
solving algorithm proceeds. During solving process do-
mains of variables in the constraint model are narrowed. It 
is the standard process how the constraint satisfaction 
problems are solved. 
 The narrowing of variable domains results into discov-
ering of new conflicts in the partial plan (for example a 
threat or unsatisfied precondition of the already present 
action is discovered). The conflicts are resolved by the 
extension of the model with new variables and con-
straints. This may prolong the resulting plan. The exten-
sion of the model is forbidden when the maximum al-
lowed length l  of the resulting plan is reached. The final 



goal of a solving algorithm is to find the total ordering of 
actions in the plan. 
 The total ordering of actions in the plan is found when 
the domains of all the time variables become singleton. In 
order to reach this we want to prune the domains of time 
variables as much as possible. The state management in 
the constraint model helps the search algorithm to dis-
cover additional inconsistent values in the domains of 
time variables and to rule them out. 
 The situation when the state management is useful is 
showed in figure 1. Note the propagation of effects in the 
chain of actions through frame axiom constraints. If there 
would not be the action that loads the package X at loca-
tion A in the partial plan, the remaining two actions can 
be executed consecutively. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Algorithm 

In this section we describe an algorithm for solving the 
proposed constraint model. Our algorithm is a combina-
tion of standard backtracking based labeling algorithm for 
solving constraint satisfaction problems and a special 
resolution mechanism which dynamically extends the 
constraint model when a flaw in the partial plan is discov-
ered. Along the whole search process the constraint model 
is maintained in an arc-consistent state. We are using an 
incremental version of a classical AC-3 algorithm (Mack-
worth, 1977). 
 In each step of the algorithm there are two possibilities 
what can be done. If the constraint model involves a flaw 
(the flaw in constraint model directly corresponds to a 

flaw in modeled partial plan) the algorithm can repair the 
flaw by extending the constraint model with new variables 
and constraints. The second possibility is to perform a 
labeling step. The labeling step consists in addition of a 
labeling constraint. The labeling constraint selects a value 
for a selected variable and distributes the original con-
straint satisfaction problem (Schulte, 2002) into two sim-
pler sub-problems. The labeling constraint is positive in 
the first sub-problem (the selected variable must take a 
selected value) and negative in the second sub-problem 
(the selected variable must take the different value than 
selected). If one of the sub-problems is solved then this 
solution is also a solution of the original problem. 
 The flaw resolution step is preferred. Thus if there is a 
flaw in the constraint model the algorithm would try to 
repair it and not to label a variable. 
 In both cases the arc-consistency of the constraint 
model is restored. The maintaining arc-consistency during 
the search allows an earlier detection of inconsistencies. 

Flaw Resolution Step 
The flaw is an open goal or a threat. From the previous 
sections we already know how to resolve a threat. The 
treat is repaired by posting an appropriate threat constraint 
into the constraint model. 
 An open goal is a precondition of an action for that 
there is no causal link in the partial plan. This means it is 
not decided how to satisfy the precondition. Consider that 
the precondition p  of the action ja  is an open goal. 
There are two possibilities how to resolve this open goal. 
If there is an action ia  already present in the constraint 
model that has the unsatisfied precondition as its effect. 
We can simply create a new causal link j

p
i aa ⎯→⎯ . 

After creation of a new causal link a new precedence 
constraint ajai timetime <  is added to the model. Although 
causal links are explicitly included in our constraint model 
via precedence constraints, it is more convenient to main-
tain current causal links in a separate set. Every newly 
created causal link has to be inserted into this set. The set 
of causal links can then be used during both kinds of flaw 
resolution. 
 Another way how to resolve the open goal is to add a 
new action into the constraint model that supports the 
open proposition p  of ja . The addition of a new action 
into the constraint model is carried out by adding a time 
variable and corresponding precondition and effect world 
state variables. It is necessary to insert appropriate set of 
constraints too. 
 Consider that we want to add an action ia . It must have 
p  as an effect. A time variable aitime  and world state 

variables ai
fonpreconditi  and ai

feffect  for all the state 
variable functions f  are added into the model. State 
transition constraints are encoded directly into the do-
mains of world state variables. Next we add frame axiom 
constraints for all the pairs of ai

fonpreconditi  and ai
feffect  

variables, where state variable function f  is not affected 
by the action ia . The unique action time constraint is 
extended over the aitime  variable.  Here a dynamic ver-

1 2 3 4 5 
time/move-A-B 

  loc=B  load=X 

     effect/move-A-B precondition/move-A-B 
   loc=A  load=X 

1 2 3 4 5 
time/load-X-at-A 

loc=A  load=empty 

precondition/load-X-at-A     effect/load-X-at-A 
    loc=A  load=X 

frame/transition 
constraints 

state se-
quencing 
constraints 

1 2 3 4 5 
time/load-Y-at-A 

loc=B  load=empty 

precondition/load-Y-at-B     effect/load-Y-at-B 
    loc=B  load=Y 

state se-
quencing 

constraints 

* 

Removed values * 

Action load-Y-at-B 
cannot be executed in 
time 5 since its pre-
conditions are not 
compatible with effects 
of action in time 3 

Propagated through 
frame axiom con-
straint 

Figure 1: Constraint propagation through world state variables



sion of ntallDiffere  constraint for backtracking based 
environments can be used (Barták, 2003). The state se-
quencing constraint is added for all new pairs of actions, 
i.e. for all pairs of actions ),( ki aa  where ik ≠  a state 
sequencing constraints that bind ai

fonpreconditi , 
ak
fonpreconditi , ai

feffect , ak
feffect , aitime  and aktime  

variables for all the state variable functions f  are added. 
Finally the precedence constraint ajai timetime <  is added. 

Labeling Step 
The labeling step corresponds to the standard variable 
labeling from CSP solving algorithms. In each labeling 
step a variable and a value from its current domain are 
selected. An ordering heuristics are used for selection of 
the variable and the value. Currently we use heuristics that 
select the variable with the smallest current domain and 
then the first value from its domain is selected for label-
ing. Let us suppose that variable x  and value v  is se-
lected for labeling. Then constraints vx =  and vx ≠  are 
used to distribute the problem. 
 The deterministic implementation of the algorithm 
should use a special ordering heuristics to determine the 
most promising order of threats and open goals. The heu-
ristics should be also used for selecting the best refine-
ments. However, in our testing implementation we did not 
use any heuristic for resolution steps. Threats and open 
goals are tried in the order as they were discovered. 
 Figure 2 summarizes the whole search algorithm. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Preliminary Empirical Results 

We have implemented the proposed constraint model and 
search algorithm in C++ in order to examine its proper-
ties. The goal of our evaluation is to examine the benefit 
of state management within the constraint model. We 
have compared how the algorithm works on the model 
with and without variables and constraints for managing 
states. In our preliminary experiments we have used a 
naive implementation of the ntallDiffere  constraint. We 
intend to use a dynamic ntallDiffere  constraint as it is 
proposed in (Barták, 2003) in the future. 
 The algorithm was tested on a simple planning prob-
lem. There were several packages and locations in the 
testing planning problem. There were also one or more 
transporters to transport packages from one location to 
other location. The transporter can move between loca-
tions and can load just one package. The goal was to 
transport packages to selected locations. We have created 
several testing instances of our transportation planning 
problem. These instances differ in the minimum plan 
length and in number of goals that has to be satisfied (if it 
is required to transport two packages there are two goals). 
 Our search algorithm was tested on several instances of 
the proposed transportation problem. In each run we have 
measured the number of steps of the algorithm. We have 
measured separately the number of resolution and labeling 
steps. In addition we counted the number of actions that 
were considered to be a part of the partial plan. 
 

Plan length / 
Steps / States 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

no 33 39 121 137 218 259 451 Resolution 
steps yes 22 25 52 59 117 127 337 

no 15 19 44 55 145 163 1179 Labeling 
steps yes 12 15 18 22 51 62 695 

no 7 8 27 28 51 52 71 Actions 
considered yes 4 5 10 11 21 21 49 
 

Figure 3: Empirical results for models with and without states 
 
 The performed experiments showed that if there is only 
one goal in the planning problem, the number of steps of 
the algorithm was almost the same no matter whether the 
state management was used or not. But note that if the 
state management is used more variables are necessary be 
assigned. The same situation appeared when there were 
more goals in the planning problem but independent on 
each other (this corresponds to the situation with two or 
more transporters and the same number of packages to 
transport). 
 We have obtained different results for problems with 
more than one goal which were interacting. This corre-
sponds to the situation when there are fewer available 
transporters than the number of packages to transport. The 
state management within the constraint model seems 
promising in this situation. The results for problems with 
independent goals are listed in figure 3. 

SolveCSPModel((V,C), l) 
(V,C) ← EnforceArcConsistency((V,C)) 
if exists x∈V with empty current domain then 
  return FAILURE; 
threats ← GetThreat((V, C)) 
if threats ≠ Ø then 
  non-deterministically choose a 
    threat t∈ threats 
  (V,C) ← ResolveThreat(t, (V,C), l) 
  return SolveCSPModel((V,C), l) 
else 
  openGoals ← GetOpenGoals((V,C)) 
  if openGoals ≠ Ø then 
    non-deterministically choose an open 
      goal g∈openGoals 
    (V,C) ← ResolveOpenGoal(g, (V,C), l) 
    return SolveCSPModel((V,C)) 
  else 
      if all the variables in V are assigned then 
        return (V,C) 
      select a not yet assigned variable x∈V 
        according to the variable ordering heuristic 
      select a value v from the current 
        domain of x 
      non-deterministically choose a labeling 
      constraint c∈ {x=v, x≠v} 
      (V,C) ← (V,C∪{c}) 
      return SolveCSPModel((V,C), l) 

arc-
consistency threat resolution 

open goal resolution 
labeling 

Figure 2: Search algorithm for solving partial plan constraint model



 The current stage of the implementation does not allow 
us to confirm the corresponding improvement in time 
when state management is used. Our testing implementa-
tion has very different costs of the operations. So we can-
not make any conclusion about the time improvement at 
the current stage. 

Conclusion and Future Work 

We studied the utility of integration of state management 
into plan-space planning from the constraint programming 
perspective. We proposed the constraint model for ex-
pressing partial plans. The world states are maintained as 
the actions are sequenced in the resulting plan. We pro-
pose special variables and constraints suitable for express-
ing such world state sequencing. 
 We have also designed a special solving algorithm for 
the proposed model. The algorithm dynamically builds the 
constraint model as the uncertainty is reduced. Our em-
pirical evaluation showed that the state management 
within the model significantly reduces the number of steps 
of the algorithm in certain situations. Namely when the 
planning problem requires satisfying of multiple interact-
ing goals the state management seems to be useful. We 
cannot say the same about the time improvement at cur-
rent stage. It is a matter of further research and testing. 
 We plan to use the proposed state management in the 
constraint model for an integration of domain specific 
heuristics into the solving algorithm. The algorithm makes 
many decisions during solving the planning problem. All 
these decisions can be more targeted with the aid of the 
appropriate domain specific heuristics. 
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